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QG and LV

Homogeneity

Principle of 
relativity

Isotropy

Pre-causality

Lorentz 
invariance

Implies linearity of 
coordinate transformations

Implies the group structure

Implies reciprocity together
with Principle of Relativity

Implies a notion of 
past and future

Known theories of gravity rest on 
Einstein’s equivalence principle local Lorentz invariance

von Ignatowski (1910-1911)



Modified dispersion 
relations

€ 

M ≡ spacetime structure scale, generally assumed ≈ MPlanck =1019 GeV

Assuming rotation invariance 
we can expand this as

From a purely phenomenological point of view, the general form of  Lorentz 
invariance violation (LIV) is encoded into the dispersion relations

Many QG of these models have led to modified dispersion relations

E2 = p2 + m2 + ∆(p, M)

…
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Time of flight constraints
Constraint on photon LV by using the fact that different colors will travel at 
different speeds. Look at distant sources to see the cumulative effect.
Do a step back and consider simply modified dispersion relations O(E/MPl)

Caveat: in full EFT this description is not valid: ξ+ = -ξ- and a non polarized 
photon beam will not show time delays, but only broadening (hard to detect)

With this technique lot of (poor) constraints

• GRB: Coburn et al. using GRB021206 , |ξ|<55 (z≈0.3, very 
uncertain). 

• Magic Coll+Ellis et al. (2007) using AGN, Markarian 501 flares, 
z≈0.034, |ξ| <47, but possible best fit with |ξ|≃O(1)!?! ...

• HESS Coll (2008), using Mrk flares (PKS 2155, z=0.116 i.e. 
more far away than Mkn 501) 

• FERMI Coll (Nature, 2009), using GRB 090510 (z = 0.903), 
observed up to 31 GeV, ξ <0.8

Amelino-Camelia et al, Nature 393 (1998)
Ellis et al, ApJ 535 (2000)
FERMI Coll, Science 323 (2009)
Amelino-Camelia and Smolin, PRD 80 (2009)



Space-time foam models
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FIG. 1: A D-brane model of space-time foam in the context
of Type-1A string theory. The model consists of appropriate
stacks (upper panel) of D-branes, some of which are moving in
a higher-dimensional bulk space-time, which is punctured by
point-like D-brane defects (D-particles). Thanks to relative
motions between the D3-brane describing our Universe (lower
panel) and these D-particles in the bulk, the latter cross the
brane world and appear to an observer on the D3-brane as
space-time foam defects that ‘flash’ on and o!. The e!ect
is ‘classical’ from the bulk space-time viewpoint, but appears
quantum-mechanical from the viewpoint of an observer on the
D3-brane. Photons are represented as open strings on the D3-
brane, and interact with these defects via absorption and re-
emission, generating a non-trivial refractive index. Charged
particles do not interact with the D-particle foam, because they
cannot be absorbed by the uncharged D-particles.

they are moving slowly back towards the stack of branes
from which they emanated. As a result of this motion,
the population of D-particles in the bulk cross the D-
brane worlds and interact with the stringy matter par-
ticles moving on them. To an observer on the D-brane,
the space-time defects appear to be ‘flashing’ on and o!.

Since this model involves eight-dimensional D-branes,
it requires an appropriate scheme for compactification
to three spatial dimensions, e.g., by using manifolds
with non-trivial higher-dimensional magnetic fluxes (un-

related to conventional magnetic fields). The di!er-
ent couplings of fermions and bosons to such external
fields break target-space supersymmetry, and the con-
sequent induced mass splittings [31, 32] between partner
fermionic and bosonic excitations on the D-brane world is
proportional to the intensity of the flux field. In this way,
one may obtain phenomenologically realistic mass split-
tings in the excitation spectrum (at the TeV or some
higher energy scale), as a result of supersymmetry ob-
struction. This model may lead to a value of the dark-
energy contribution to the energy budget of the observ-
able Universe which is in agreement with current observa-
tions. For details of this and other aspects of the model,
we refer the reader to the relevant literature [12, 33, 34].

IV. A D-BRANE MODEL FOR THE VACUUM
REFRACTIVE INDEX

We now consider the non-trivial interaction of an open
string representing a photon with a D0-brane travers-
ing our D3-brane world. This interaction is described
schematically in Fig. 2. It involves the capture of the
open string by the D-particle defect, which becomes ex-
cited, and subsequently re-emits the photon. This pro-
cess is very analogous with the mechanism for generating
a refractive index in a material medium via the interac-
tion of a photon with an electron in an atom. Since there
are no charged D-particle excitations, the conservation
of electric charge prevents charged excitations, such as
electrons, from participating in such processes. For this
reason, in the model of [12] only photons [13] and possi-
bly neutrinos [33] may interact non-trivially with the D-
brane foam. It is this non-universality of the D-particle
foam that allows, as already mentioned, the avoidance
of the stringent synchrotron radiation constraints of [8],
which would otherwise exclude time delays proportional
to the photon energy that are suppressed by a single
power of a mass scale of the order of the reduced Planck
mass m̂P . This is close to the sensitivity exhibited by
the MAGIC data on the AGN Mk501 [6, 7], and leaves
open the possibility of a refractive index that depends
linearly on the photon energy and is suppressed by a sin-
gle power of the string scale, that might be accessible to
observation.

We now describe in more detail the analogous stringy
physics underlying our model of the the refractive in-
dex generated by space-time foam. We note first that
it is adequate to consider the D-particles in the foam
as static, compared to the photon. This is because the
ends of the open string representing the photon move on
the D3-brane world with (essentially) the speed of light
in a conventional vacuum: c ! 1 in our units. In con-
trast, the characteristic velocities of D-particles relative
to the brane world are necessarily lower and as discussed
in [30], in order to reproduce the spectrum of primor-
dial density fluctuations in this brane-world model, the
speed of the D3-brane representing our Universe should

Ellis, Mavromatos, Nanopoulos, Phys. Lett. B, 293 (1992)
Amelino-Camelia et al., Int. J. Mod. Phys. 12, 3 (1997)
Ellis et al, Phys. Rev. D 63 (2001)
Ellis et al, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 19 (2004)
Ellis et al, Phys. Lett. B 665 (2008)
Li et al, Phys. Lett. B 679 (2009)
Ellis et al, arXiv:0912.3428v1
Ellis et al, arXiv:1004.4167v1
and many other references I forgot...

★ 10-D bulk space–time bounded by two 8-D orientifold planes. 

★The bulk space–time also contains two stacks of 8-D branes, and 
the entire structure is compactified to 3-D. 

★The bulk space is punctured by point-like D0-branes (D-particles).

★Big-Bang cosmology: collision between two of the D-branes from 
the original stack. After the collision, the D-branes recoil. As a 
result of this motion, the population of D-particles in the bulk 
cross the D-brane worlds and interact with the stringy matter 
particles moving on them. To an observer on the D-brane, the 
space–time defects appear to be ‘flashing’ on and off.
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FIG. 2: Schematic view of the capture by a D-particle of an
open-string state propagating on a D3-brane world, represent-
ing a photon. The possible intermediate string states (indi-
cated by the thick wavy lines) that are created by the capture of
the end(s) of the open photon string by the D-particle, stretch
between the D-particle and the brane world. They oscillate in
size between 0 and ! !

!
p
0, where p

0 is the energy of the in-
cident photon. They subsequently decay by emitting outgoing
photon waves during the re-emission process. The interme-
diate string state provides the restoring force that keeps the
D-particle in its ground-state configuration after the scatter-
ing of the photon string state.

be smaller than 10!4c.
Because of the conservation of the characteristic fluxes

of D-branes [20] due to stringy symmetries, there are
no isolated D-particles. They must always be connected
by strings stretched to either a D3-brane or another D-
particle [25]. The tension of these flux-carrying strings
corresponds in this stringy quantum-gravity model to
the atomic interactions in conventional media. It is be-
cause of these interactions that the analogy holds of the
D-particles with the electrons in the simple-harmonic-
oscillator model [19] for the conventional refractive in-
dex. The flux-carrying interactions play the rôle of the
restoring force in that model.

When the end(s) of the open-string photon state is
(are) attached to the D-particle, as in Fig. 2, an in-
termediate string state is formed, thanks to the above-
mentioned flux conservation. This stores the incident en-
ergy p0 of the photon as potential energy, and is stretched
between the D-particle and the D3-brane. The string
grows in size to a length L that is determined by the
requirement of energy minimization, as we now discuss.
We assume that, in addition to simply stretching to a
length L, the intermediate string state may also acquire
N internal oscillator excitations. This implies that the
energy may be written in the form:

p0 =
L

!"
+

N

L
. (5)

Minimizing the right-hand side determines N , which then
is substituted back to the equation to yield the required
maximal length L:

Lmax =
1

2
!"p0. (6)

Since the end of the stretched string state that remains
attached to the D3-brane moves with the speed of light
in (normal) vacuo, c = 1, the time taken for the inter-
mediate string state first to grow to this maximal length
and then to shrink again to its minimal size is:

!t ! !"p0 (7)

This describes the time delay experienced by a photon
propagating through D-particle foam, whereby the for-
mation of the intermediate composite string state be-
tween D-particles and the photon shown in Fig. 2 re-
sembles the excitation of internal degrees of freedom in
a conventional medium [19]. We now note several signif-
icant features of this result.
• Photon propagation in our D-particle model of

quantum-gravitational space-time foam is necessarily
subluminal, avoiding any potential problems with gravi-
tational Čerenkov radiation.
• The time delay (7) is independent of the photon po-

larization, and hence the capture process of fig. 2 leads
to no birefringence. For this reason, our D-particle foam
model avoids the stringent constraints coming from as-
trophysical observations [10, 11].
• The derivation of the delay (7) does not rely on a

local e"ective Lagrangian description of the e"ect. This
is an important feature of our stringy approach, di"er-
entiating it from models that attribute time delays to
modified dispersion relations obtained from a local e"ec-
tive lagrangian, such as the modified QED Model of [5].
• The e"ect is absent for particles carrying conserved

charges, such as electrons, because there are no charged
D-particles in our model. Thus, the speeds of ener-
getic particles do not become universal in the high-energy
limit, causing a breakdown of the equivalence princi-
ple, as well as Lorentz invariance. An energetic gravi-
ton would propagate subluminally, like a photon, but
the quantum-gravitational refractive index might di"er in
magnitude. In a supersymmetric extension of this model,
the photino (a Majorana particle) would experience an
e"ect similar to that on the photon. If neutrinos are Ma-
jorana particles, they might also propagate subluminally
at high energies, but not necessarily at the same speed
as photons with the same energies.

The above discussion was in the Dirichlet picture, de-
scribing the attachment of the ends of the strings on D-
branes. In the Neumann picture, the above situation
is described by the scattering of wave-packets of string
states [23], where again an intermediate stretched string
state is formed, when the packets lie close to each other,.
This grows in size from zero to a maximal length !"p0,
determined by the above-described energy minimization
procedure (5). In such a case both ends of the intermedi-
ate string state move with the speed of light, which again
gives a delay of the form (7) in order of magnitude. Such
delays for wave-packets are perfectly consistent with the
string uncertainty principles, as we discuss below.

We now remark that, in the case of Neumann strings
in the presence of a constant electric field, with intensity

QG medium as oscillators that absorb and emit photons
Oscillators are D-particles flashing in the space-time
Photon absorption and re-emission: D-particles and photons form 
a compound state that stretches in between D3-branes and 
D-particles, and eventually decays. The D-particle recoils
D-particles are neutral: charged particles do not feel their 
presence.

Consequences:
LV only for photons (and Majorana neutrinos)
No birefringence
Photons are delayed and acquire an effective modified dispersion relation

In case D-particles have a bulk recoiling motion, the background metric 
is modified and energy non-conservation during interaction is possible

Effects proportional to the D-particle density

∆t = α�E

ξI

E2 = p2 + ξ
p3

MPl



How to constrain the 
model?

Standard constraints are not viable

Birefringence --> absent

Synchrotron --> not enough affected

Threshold reactions --> only photons 
are LV, hard to probe
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Time of flight constraints?

2

Fermi observations of GRB 090510 [16] seem to allow only much smaller values of the retardation !t, and hence only
values of MQG > MP = 1.22 ! 1019 GeV. However, these data probe di"erent redshift ranges.

In this first combined exploration of D-foam phenomenology, we start by reviewing the general connection between
dark energy and a vacuum refractive index in the general framework of D-branes moving through a gas of D-particle
defects in a 10-dimensional space. As we discuss, there are various contributions to the dark energy that depend in
general on the density of defects and on the relative velocity of the D-branes. On the other hand, the magnitude of
the vacuum refractive index (1) is proportional to the density of D-particle defects. We then discuss the ranges of
D-brane velocity and D-particle density that are compatible with the measurements of # and delays in the arrivals
of photons from AGN Mkn 501 and PKS 2155-304. As seen in Fig. 1, these AGNs are both at relatively low redshift
z, where the experimental measurement of # has been made, so the same D-particle density is relevant to the two
measurements. However, it is not yet clear whether this value of #, and hence the same D-particle density, also
applied when z " 1. If the density of D-particles was suppressed when z " 1 - a D-void - this could explain [9] the
much weaker energy dependence of the velocity of light allowed by the Fermi observations of GRB 090510, which
has a redshift of 0.903(3), as also seen in Fig. 1. In this case, the value of # should also have varied at that epoch -
a clear experimental prediction of this interpretation of the data. On the other hand, only a very abrupt resurgence
of the D-particle density could explain the retardation seen by Fermi in observations of GRB 09092b. Alternatively,
this retardation could be due to source e"ects - which should in any case also be allowed for when analyzing the
retardations seen in emissions from other sources.

FIG. 1: Comparison of data on delays !t in the the arrival times of energetic gamma rays from various astrophysical sources
with models in which the velocity of light is reduced by an amount linear in the photon energy. The graph plots on a logarithmic
scale the quantity !t/E and a function of the redshift, K(z), which is essentially the distance of the source from the observation
point. The data include two AGNs, Mkn 501 [11] and PKS 2155-304 [12], and three GRBs observed by the Fermi satellite,
090510 [16], 09092B [14] and 080916c [15].

A D-BRANE MODEL OF SPACE-TIME FOAM AND COSMOLOGY

As a concrete framework for D-foam phenomenology, we use the model illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 2 [3, 4].
In this model, our Universe, perhaps after appropriate compactification, is represented as a Dirichlet three-brane (D3-
brane), propagating in a bulk space-time punctured by D-particle defects 1. As the D3-brane world moves through
the bulk, the D-particles cross it. To an observer on the D3-brane the model looks like ‘space-time foam’ with defects
‘flashing’ on and o" as the D-particles cross it: this is the structure we term ‘D-foam’. As shown in the left panel

1 Since an isolated D-particle cannot exist [1], because of gauge flux conservation, the presence of a D-brane is essential.

∆t � ξ
∆E

M

1

H0

� z̄

0
dz

1 + z�
ΩΛ + (1 + z)3ΩM

Ellis et al, arXiv:0912.3428

Observed time-delays can be 
turned into estimates for LV 
effects
(Another disclaimer: standard 
physical processes in the sources 
can explain the observed delays)

A part from the outlier at z~1, the other delays are all compatible 
with the same QG model! Hint of the presence of a D-void at z~1? 
Cosmological variation of the density of D-particles?



Key point: the effect of the non LI dispersion 
relations can be important at energies well below 
the fundamental scale

€ 

m2

p2 ≈
pn−2

Mn−2 ⇒ pcrit ≈ m2Mn−2n   
Corrections start to be relevant when the last 
term is of the same order as the second.
If η is order unity, then 

n pcrit for νe pcrit for e- pcrit for p+

2 p ≈ mν~1 eV p≈me=0.5  MeV p≈mp=0.938  GeV

3 ~1 GeV ~10 TeV ~1 PeV
4 ~100 TeV ~100 PeV ~3 EeV

€ 

E 2 = c 2p2 1+
m2c 2

p2
+η

pn−2

Mn−2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 
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⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

Are there other observables that can falsify the 
time delay interpretation? Maybe, they might 
come from threshold reactions
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Are there other observables that can falsify the 
time delay interpretation? Maybe, they might 
come from threshold reactions

Need to look for reactions with 
photons in the initial state - they are 
the only ones affected by D-particles

γγ → e+e−



GZK effect and secondary production

π0 → γγ

π± → µνµ → e νµν̄µνe

• Roughly equal amount of energy in 
photons and neutrinos

• Neutrinos do not interact further: 
their spectrum on Earth is the 
production one

• Photons experience pair production! 
They pile up below the pair production 
spectrum on CMB at 1014 eV.

• The photons surviving at ultra-high 
energy are a tiny fraction of the 
original ones: expected photon fraction 
in UHECRs is < 1%

p + γ → N + π



GZK effect and secondary production

π0 → γγ

π± → µνµ → e νµν̄µνe

• Roughly equal amount of energy in 
photons and neutrinos

• Neutrinos do not interact further: 
their spectrum on Earth is the 
production one

• Photons experience pair production! 
They pile up below the pair production 
spectrum on CMB at 1014 eV.

• The photons surviving at ultra-high 
energy are a tiny fraction of the 
original ones: expected photon fraction 
in UHECRs is < 1%

p + γ → N + π

LV affects strongly pair production. Constraints 
already obtained in the EFT case (Galaverni & Sigl, 
PRL, LM & Liberati, JCAP, Galaverni & Sigl, PRD).

Try to exploit the same technique also for the case of 
space-time foam models??



UHE photons and LV in space-time foam

Pair production is modified by LV even in the case of 
space-time foam models ( Ellis et al., PRD 63 (2001) )

In general, momentum is conserved, but energy is not. 
Effective description

ξ describes LV in propagation (the one probed by time 
delays)

ξI describes energy non-conservation in interactions

E1 + ω = E2 + E3 + δED

p1 − ω = p2 + p3
−ξI + ξ/2

2
x3 + 2

ω

M
x− 2

m2
e

M2
+ · · · = 0

x ≡ Eth

M
LV contribution

LM, Liberati, Sigl, PRL 105, 021101 (2010)



UHE photons and LV in space-time foam
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ξ/2 + ξI = 10−5

An upper threshold! Photons 
above this energy are no 
longer absorbed

Then the fraction of 
photons in UHECRs can
be large. Experimental
limits are less than 30%
at 1020 eV --> constraint
on the sum

ξ/2 + ξI � 10−12
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Conclusions
Strong constraint placed on stringy space-time 
foam models of QG and LV

QG explanations of time delays in the GeV-TeV 
range are incompatible with UHE photon data

There are indeed alternatives to TOF for 
investigating LV

Escape with refining the model: Ellis et al, 
arXiv:1004.4167 and future papers

This was the last unconstrained model of LV. 
What’s next then?



Backup



QG phenomenology
“You shall not access any quantum gravity effect as this would require 

experiments at the Planck scale!”

Quantum gravity phenomenology is a recently developed field 
aimed at testing, observationally or experimentally possible 

predictions of quantum gravity frameworks.



QG phenomenology
“You shall not access any quantum gravity effect as this would require 

experiments at the Planck scale!”

Quantum gravity phenomenology is a recently developed field 
aimed at testing, observationally or experimentally possible 

predictions of quantum gravity frameworks.

Quantum decoherence
 QG imprint on initial cosmological perturbations

 Cosmological variations of couplings
 Extra dimensions and low-scale QG (LHC BH) 

Violation of discrete symmetries
 Violation of space-time symmetries



Lorentz violation: a first glimpse 
of QG?

Suggestions for Lorentz violation  (at low or high energies) came from several 
tentative calculations in QG models:

For extensive review see D. Mattingly, Living Rev. Rel. 8:5,2005.
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Lorentz violation: a first glimpse 
of QG?

Suggestions for Lorentz violation  (at low or high energies) came from several 
tentative calculations in QG models:

string theory tensor VEVs (Kostelecky-Samuel 1989)

 space-time foam scenarios (Amelino-Camelia et al. 1997-1998, Ellis et al.)

 semiclassical spin-network calculations in Loop QG 
(Gambini-Pullin  1999)

 non-commutative geometry (Carroll et al. 2001)

 some brane-world backgrounds (Burgess et al. 2002) 

 condensed matter analogues of “emergent gravity” (Unruh 1981)

For extensive review see D. Mattingly, Living Rev. Rel. 8:5,2005.
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Theoretical frameworks
Of course to cast constraints on LIV using these phenomena one needs more than just the 

kinematics information provided by the modified dispersion relations, one also often needs to 
compute reaction rates and decay times, i.e. a dynamical framework…
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Theoretical frameworks

Explicit Lorentz symmetry violation Deformed/Doubly SR paradigm

Non-critical Strings

EFT with LIV
Non-renormalizable ops. (HE LIV)

(Myers & Pospelov, 2003)

Non-commutative spacetime
Finsler geometry

Standard Model Extension
Renormalizable ops. (Low energy LIV)

(Colladay & Kostelecki, 1998)

EFT+LV 
Renormalizable, or higher dimension 

operators 

Of course to cast constraints on LIV using these phenomena one needs more than just the 
kinematics information provided by the modified dispersion relations, one also often needs to 

compute reaction rates and decay times, i.e. a dynamical framework…
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Applications: QED with LV at O
(E/M)

Dimension 5 Standard Model Extension: include dimension 5 LV operators 
in the SM preserving gauge and rotation invariance and quadratic in the fields
Myers & Pospelov, 2003
Contribution at order p3/M to the MDR.
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Dimension 5 Standard Model Extension: include dimension 5 LV operators 
in the SM preserving gauge and rotation invariance and quadratic in the fields
Myers & Pospelov, 2003
Contribution at order p3/M to the MDR.

Warning: 
CPT violated!

photon helicities have 
opposite LIV coefficients

electron helicities have independent 
LIV coefficients

Positive helicity Negative helicity
Electron η+ η-

Positron -η- -η+

correspondence relation between LV 
coeff
for electrons and positrons

η± = 2(ζ1 ± ζ2)



Applications: QED with LV at O
(E/M)

Dimension 5 Standard Model Extension: include dimension 5 LV operators 
in the SM preserving gauge and rotation invariance and quadratic in the fields
Myers & Pospelov, 2003
Contribution at order p3/M to the MDR.

Warning: 
CPT violated!

photon helicities have 
opposite LIV coefficients

electron helicities have independent 
LIV coefficients

Positive helicity Negative helicity
Electron η+ η-

Positron -η- -η+

correspondence relation between LV 
coeff
for electrons and positrons

η± = 2(ζ1 ± ζ2)

Well, this is our theory, how to test it?



Astrophysical constraints: 
birefringenceThe birefringence constraint arises from the fact that the LV parameters for left and 

right circular polarised photons are opposite. 
Hence, linear polarisation is rotated as signal propagates 
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Astrophysical constraints: 
birefringence

Good constraint  |ξ| ≲ 10-7 (Fan et al) looking at polarised optical/UV light from 
distant GRBs

The birefringence constraint arises from the fact that the LV parameters for left and 
right circular polarised photons are opposite. 

Hence, linear polarisation is rotated as signal propagates 

!(!) =
!

!cos(2")"2
P

+ !sin(2")"2
P

,

For a photon beam P(E) the degree of linear 
polarisation can be computed as

The constraint is obtained 
by imposing Π(ξ) > Πobs
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Astrophysical constraints: LV 
QED

•  Lorentz violation allows the conservation of energy-momentum. 
•  Well above threshold it is very fast as the decay rate goes like Γ»E2/M. 

•  10 TeV photons would decay in approximately 10-8 seconds.
•  If we see very high energy gamma rays from distant sources at least one photon 

polarisation must travel on cosmological distances. I.e. they must be below threshold. 
• If |ξ|≪|η| the constraint has the form

Gamma decay γ → e+ + e−

|η±| � 6
√

3m2M/k3
th

• Depending on parameters one can have emission of soft or hard photon.
• Once the reaction can happen it is very fast as the rate of energy loss goes like 

dE/dt≈E3/M ⇒ 10 TeV electron would lose most of its energy in ≈10-9 seconds.
•  The observation of the propagation of some high energy electrons implies 

that at least one helicity state cannot decay in either of the photon helicities.
•  Hence the constraint can be worked out for one of the ±η± and ξ.

Vacuum Cherenkov
(Helicity Decay)

e± → e± + γ

pth =
�
m2M/2η

�1/3
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Astrophysical constraints: 
synchrotron radiation

LI synchrotron critical frequency:

e - electron charge

m - electron mass

B - magnetic field

€ 

ωc
LI =

3
2
eBγ 2

m

However in order to get a real constraint one needs a detailed re-derivation 
of the synchrotron effect with LIV based on EFT. 

Jacobson, Liberati, Mattingly: Nature 424, 1019 (2003)
Ellis et al. Astropart.Phys.20:669-682,(2004)

R. Montemayor, L.F. Urrutia: Phys.Lett.B606:86-94 (2005)
LM,Liberati, Celotti, Kirk. JCAP 10, 013 (2007) 

€ 

ωc
LIV =

3
2
eB
E
γ 3This leads to a modified formula for the peak frequency:

η<0 η>0

γ is a bounded function of E. 
There is a maximum achievable synchrotron 

frequency ωmax for ALL electrons!€ 

γ = (1− v2)−1/ 2 ≈ m2

E 2 − 2η
E
MQG

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

γ diverges as pth is approached. This is unphysical 
as also the energy loss rates diverges in this limit, 

however means a rapid decay of the electron 
energy and a violent phase of synchrotron 

radiation.

So one gets a constraint
 by asking ωmax≥ (ωmax)observed

No immediate way to have
a constraint in this case
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UHECR propagation: energy 
losses

 red-shift
 p + γ → p + hadrons

p + γ → p + e+ + e−

(also photo-disintegration for heavy 
nuclei)



UHECR propagation: energy 
losses

 red-shift
 p + γ → p + hadrons

p + γ → p + e+ + e−

p + γ → p + π0(n + π+)

(also photo-disintegration for heavy 
nuclei)

The Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect: 
attenuation of proton spectrum due to resonant photo-pion-
production mainly through the interaction with the CMB

Sources must lie in the GZK horizon.
Only LIV at large boosts could evade this 
conclusion.

Attenuation length of  ~100 
Mpc above threshold.



GZK feature: found!
Early claim by HiReS
Confirmed by AUGER data
Further confirmation: found 
correlation between UHECR 
arrival directions and some 
extragalactic source

Abbasi R. et al (HiRes Collaboration), 2007 Preprint astro-ph/0703099

Best correlation parameters:
zmax ~0.017 (Dmax ~ 71 Mpc)
E > 57 EeV
ψ = 3.2° (aperture angle)

Science


